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WayOut Publishing Proud to Offer Books - Videos - CDs - CD roms - Magazines
My Husband Betty
VERY POPULAR (book)

TV & CD Current
Views (book)

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED TO
SHARE BETWEEN PARTNERS
Journalist Helen Boyd discovered
her husband cross-dressed. After
much research, joy, soul searching,
fun and after creating and running a
partners support website - Helen
wrote this no-holds barred partners eye view of the TG scene that
EVERY tranny AND partner must
read.

NEW EDITION This book
is a newly revised collection
of articles by well qualified
writers. It aims to answer, in
a non judgmental, non directive way, many of the questions that you may have
asked. Subjects include
labels, sexuality, culture, history & law, counselling, support & coming out.

The Lazy Crossdresser
VERY POPULAR (book)

Alice in Genderland
RECOMMENDED(book)

The jokey chapter titles like, “My
Size - a random number between 8
and 16”, undermines the quality of
the advice in this book with 177
pages of text and sketches. But
don't let me undermine the friendly, open and down right honesty of
the author Charles Anders.This is a
good read and is genuinely helpful.

Dr Richard Novic is a
Harvard educated psychiatrist and cross-dresser. No
such memoir has been published. With candid and
frank detail of the self
exploration through the
the “looking glass” of gender, sexuality and self
expression that led Dr
Richard to a lifestyle he had
not known existed

GINA The Woman Within
(book) This book relates the

Girl Talk (Magazines)

story of real life transsexual, Gina
Large’s traumatic and very reluctant
transgender journey. This book
gives a powerful insight into the
suffering of gender dysphoria. With
a successful but unhappy life behind
her at age 54 Gina suddenly
realised what was wrong with her
life. It’s a very moving and a truly
remarkable story and a wake-up
call to society.

EXTREMELY RARE From
the Hollywood USA a Tgirl
lifestyle magazine featuring
the best photo shoots on
the cross-dressing scene ever.
This is a great magazine to
collect, now out of print,
and it’s all good clean fun.

Crossing The Line (book)
OUR HISTORY CAPTURED
Photographer Sarah Davidmann
presents her record of images that
appear to exist somewhere
between the polarities of male and
female. Hard back book that
reflects the visions and characters
present on the London scene at
the beginning of the new
Millenium, including many who
frequented The WayOut Club.

The Transgender
Underground (book)
This book exposes the real lives,
opinions and sexual orientation of
over a dozen members of the ‘third
sex’. Multi media artist, German
born Claudia Andrei studied and frequented Ron Storme’s at Stepney
during his last year interviewing
many of the regulars.You may well
have met the people featured or
indeed be the people featured. A
wonderful snap shot of this period
in time.

The Third Sex (book)
HIGHLY SORT AFTER
The 'kathoey' phenomenon has been
part of Thai culture for generations,
it is the fascinating subject of Dr
Richard Totman’s book. Richard a
prize research fellow at Oxford
University's Nuffield and a widelytravelled theatre director became
probably the first “farang” (Thai for
Westerner) to infiltrate the mysterious world of the ladyboys. He lived
for months with kathoey girls and
their families, learnt the language
and spent much of his time talking to dozens of them and sharing their unique lifestyle.
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Edition 10

Edition 11

SPECIAL ‘BUNDLED PRICE’ OFFER
issue 10, 11 and 12 for just £17.95 inclusive delivery
MUST HAVE Each Edition of the Tranny Guide has had
different Reports, Articles and Pictures. From issue 7 the
format was fixed at 336 pages but each subsequent year
the number of colour pages increased. In edition 7
‘Personal Reports’ were introduced from all around the
world the UK and London. In edition 11 ‘Personal
Profiles’ were introduced to really see how individuals
feel and how they fit into the diverse spectrum of gender thinking.
Buy these books to complete your collection, Students
and researchers buy them for your research and study,
Buy them before stocks sell out. Buy them before they
treble in price on EBay.

Edition 7

Edition 8

ask for a stock sheet or
take pot luck with your
order to grab the last
few of this great magazine while still in stock

Trans LIPS

(Magazine)
EXPLICIT SHE-MALES
This magazine features
photo reports on events
and parties from the very
colourful and rapidly growing Chicks with Dicks
scene.Written in Belgium
and English - but who is
reading with so many full
colour pictures to enjoy.
These girls are all good
friends of each other and
love being featured in their good friend Pamela's mag.

Edition 12

Tranny Guide - Back Issues - (Books)

Edition 3
Edition 2

Edition 9

Edition 5
Edition 6

All editions in stock - except issue 1 and 3

Transgender Erotica
TRANS SEXUALITY CAN WE TALK FRANKLY
This book is an erotic anthology of fiction and personal
accounts exploring the creative limits of human sexuality
through the transgender experience.
Long misrepresented in literature, emotional and sexual
transsexuality exposes what erotic experience can and
should be - limitless.
This book explores erotic stories of men and women
discovering their true selves, finding desire and the
boundless passion waiting for them through self- acceptance and self-revelation. These are beautifully crafted
tales are always stimulating and always thought provoking. Newly released

TV Repartee
(magazine)
ADD A COPY THE
LATEST EDITION
TO YOUR ORDER

WAYOUT CLUB “HOME VIDS” (VIDEO OR DVD)
SPECIAL ‘BUNDLED PRICE’ OFFER
last 4 DVDs for just £24.95 inclusive delivery
ONLY BY MAIL ORDER All of the shows and events
held at The WayOut Club are one off never to be
repeated experience - which is why many of them are
caught on VIDEO for the performers to see.
These shows are now captured on broadcast standard
DV camera and edited on computer. They are great
value and a great way to catch the shows you missed or
to see them over again. The compilations that include
the Alternative Miss London contests are very popular.
New editions are added regularly

The leading UK transgender life-style magazine that
gets better with each edition. Catch up with all the
gossip and find out what
the UK’s ‘Girls’ are getting
up to. All in full colour. A
high quality publication for a high quality life-style.

Call, write or web for details of program contents.

Call write or web
for more details of all our products
New products will be added to our shop
throughout the year.
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HEorSHE? by Vicky Lee (Book)
“the view is better when you are sitting on the fence”

❏ HEoSHE? by Vicky Lee (book) NEW .......................... @ £17.95

MUST HAVE “THE TRANSGENDER BIBLE - encyclopedia”
Vicky Lee’s part auto biographical book explores every question that
she has ever been asked and many more beside. It bulges with a deep
level of advice from Vicky and a host of contributors from around the
world on every subject imaginable. Question are answered possibly for
the first time. A “Relationships” section explores the thoughts of
friends and family. A “Creativity” section looks at the inspiration that
transgender gives to those within and outside the direct experience.
Pages of outstanding pictures all in full colour make this book great
value for money and the first book to read if you are trying to get to
know the world of cross-dressing and transgender.

❏ WayOut’s Transgender AtoZ (book) NEW................... @ £9.95

WayOut’s Transgender AtoZ - (Book)
MUST HAVE “THE TRANSGENDER BIBLE - reference guide”
Taking over from where the Tranny Guide has brought us to. Aiming to
continue to excite, inspire, comfort and spread awareness of the global
nature of the growing transgender phenomena.
This book like the previouse series is rich with personal reports and
personal profiles from around the world.
It contains the most comprehensive set of worldwide listings revealing
the growth and breadth of opportunities in the TG World. It has never
been easier to fin tranny friendly events, shops, services and places to
go.

❏ HEoSHE? and Transgender AtoZ BUNDLE PRICE..... @ £23.95
❏ 10th 11th 12th Tranny Guide BUNDLE PRICE........... @ £17.95
❏ The Tranny Guide 8th, 9th 10th 11th 12th edition ..... @ £10.95
❏ The Tranny Guide 2nd 3rd, 5th, 6th, 7th, edition ......... @ £7.95
❏ Alice in Genderland by Alice Novic (book) NEW... .. @ £15.95
❏ Transgender Erotica (book) NEW............................... @ £11.99
❏ My Husband Betty by Helen Boyd (book) .................. @ £14.50
❏ The Lazy Crossdresser (book) ..................................... @ £11.50
❏ Gina The Woman Within (book)................................. @ £10.95
❏ Crossing The Line (book)............................................. @ £17.99
❏ The Transgender Underground (book) ...................... @ £13.99
❏ The Third Sex - Kathoy (book) .................................... @ £18.99
❏ TV & CD ‘Current Views’ (book) ................................. @ £13.50
❏ Sex, Gender & Sexuality (book) .................................. @ £15.99
❏ The Tranny Guide For YOUR TV (Video or DVD) .... @ £17.95
❏ The Modern TV (PRO video) ...................................... @ £17.95
❏ Trading Faces (PRO video) .......................................... @ £22.95

THE TRANNY GUIDE FOR YOUR TV

(PAL OR NTSC VIDEO OR DVD)

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED TO WATCH WITH PARTNERS
In the television studio, based on the advise in the Tranny Guide,Vicky Lee
answers every question about Cross-Dressing How? Why? Where?
This video features a rare dressing room interview with Steffan
Whitfield by Vicky Lee in which Steffan explains his tips and feelings
about make-up and cross-dressing while he transforms his image
from handsome male to beautiful female.
Through this video you also visit a dressing service and a wig shop, go shopping in public, go clubbing and meet trannies and partners in their own home.
Then back in the studio, presenter Laura asks Vicky Lee one more
question ... “Tranny Sex - Can we talk?”

❏ Trading Shapes (PRO video) ........................................ @ £22.95
❏ Trading Faces (CD-rom) ............................................... @ £22.95
❏ Trading Shapes (CD-rom) ............................................. @ £22.95
❏ Latest 4 WayOut Home’ DVDs BUNDLE PRICE....... @ £24.95
❏ WayOut “Home” Video (Video or DVD) ....................@ £11.95
Which editions? 1 to 11 __________________________________
❏ Transgender Community NEWS (USA Magazine) ... @ £9.95
❏ Translips NEW (Euro Magazine) .................................. @ £8.95
❏ Roses Repartee (Magazine) Latest edition ................. @ £12.00

MODERN TV By SssssH

(PAL VIDEO ONLY)

❏ Girl Talk (Magazine) .....(issue

)......................... @ £10.95

Interspersed with sexy interludes where young transvestites work the camera in a glamour girl stylee - this video provides a supportive and encourag- ALL Price includes delivery in the UK
ing insight through real life experiences. Single and married TVs from a vari- Delivery outside UK EXTRA (add £1 Euro - £4 Rest) ............... £ _______
ety of age groups, including Vicky Lee (WayOut) and Janett Scott (Beaumont
Society), talk to the camera with frank honesty. They are interviewed while
(All prices include delivery and vat) Order TOTAL .................... £ _______
they introduce their wardrobe of clothes and shops that they use.
Cheques or Postal orders made payable to ‘WayOut Publishing’.
Everything is up for discussion: Relationships, make-up, life style tips.
This video can help you to put your experiences in context and improve
Credit Card _ _ _ _ /_ _ _ _ / _ _ _ _ / _ _ _ _ / Switch /_ _ _
you confidence and style.
Type of card _ _ _ _ _ _ Expry

__/__

Switch issue number _ _

Three digit security number on reverse white strip _ _ _

TRADING FACES By TJP (PAL OR NTSC VIDEO OR CDrom only)
HIGHLY RECOMMENDED
This well presented professionally shot and edited video is aprox 48 mins
long. This voice over on this video is by Pandora de Pledge (Image
Works) who takes you slowly step by step through
the process of male to female make-up. The video
lesson includes tricks to cover up bushy eyebrows
and beard shadow. Pandora is one of the leading
experts in this type of make-up and in this video she
shares all the tricks and tips which have given such a
good ‘foundation’ to the image of many of the best
looking T-Girls on today’s tranny scene.

Name on card..................................................................................
Registered Address........................................................................
........................................................................................
Post Code .........................
I am over 18 - Please deliver (allowing 28 days) to:Mailing name............................................................................
Delivery Address......................................................................

TRADING SHAPES By TJP

(PAL VIDEO OR CDrom only)

VERY POPULAR
This video follows the same format as the make-up lesson and is well presented with professionally shot and edited material which runs for aprox
45mins. The voice over by Vicky Lee takes you step by step through the
choice of foundation garments that create a convincing female shape for either studio shoots or stepping
out on the town. The advice is based on ‘The WayOut
of the Closet’ in Vicky Lee’s Tranny Guide plus Jodie
Lynn’s vast experience with her customers at ‘The
Boudoir’.WayOut ‘baby spice’ Miss Debonair models
the many types of under garment showing not just the
tricks of the trade but also the mistakes to be avoided.

........................................................................................
Post Code .........................

For discreet mail order delivery:
Order by Post Phone Fax or Web

WayOut Publishing, P.O Box 70,
Enfield, Middlesex, EN1 2AE
Phone 07778 157290
Fax 0208 366 0517
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